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Now, everyone here knows that Donald Trump was basically a puppet of Israel. While 
many people tried to make him as some sort of hero or reformer, we have decided to say 
the Truth, even though many socket outlets like the alt-right decided, and still decide, to 
make his political moves seem as something good or something.  
 
Yes, it could have been worse, but that doesn't make things better either. This opens the 
door for further dismay in the Middle East. As always, the jews are hypocrites. For 
example, what if Obama didn't recognize Jerusalem before? This means nothing, as all 
the jews do, in all offices, and no matter who is elected, is promote Israel's interests.  
 
Trump is actually good, he made the decision to not hide this anymore and give this out 
in the open, which was way worse with other snitches who were constantly pretending 
that America was some sort of independent country with its own will, or something. It's 
like idiocy like this isn't bad for our purposes at all.  
 
That is somehow on the other end of the planet to control the Middle East as some sort of 
"American Hegemony". Because there is no American hegemony, there is Israeli 
Hegemony. Trump just did what he said earlier, bend for Israel. "America is America" but 
when Israel whines and cries, America loses its American character and becomes a 
christian Shabbos goyim that dances on jewish tune.  
 
It looks that right now they brag about having the upper hand in politicians and people like 
Trump, and when they do this, at least historically, is where punishment for them is just 
around the corner. The jews have been destroyed over the centuries again and again, as 
simply, it's in being jewish that bragging, ignorance, and magnified pride are.  
 
If the jews remained a secret power they would have won, but they do not want to be a 
secret power, they have this need of an inferior to constantly brag about it. The demise of 
them started the moment this thing is again brought into the public and reinforced by what 
the jew does.  
 
They know they are hated for victimizing humanity, but they are so used to it and so 
accepting of their role as a slaver, that nothing comes as a shock to them anymore. 
There is also something good in this whole thing. Trump was the last bastion where 
people thought that he could be something 'different'.  
 
But the kosher power of Israel has now been revealed in the flat out open, in a time 
where the hate against Israel and the criticisms of them have reached a historical level 
never done before. Rest reassured the jews aren't gonna give a fuck, and they will insist 
on going full throttle. They just can't wait, because they know time right now just works 
against them (which is why they try to censor free information at the same time), as 
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people are getting informed, and conditions will form so that this lack of tolerance for their 
shit is going to express things somehow.  
 
Trump is nothing else but a reflection of this system he was serving, and even if the jews 
were battling him in some regards, they completely bent him and any such cries of his 
'personal' will, into a full throttle jewish servant.  
 
However, the news with the recognition of Jerusalem are bad for Palestinian people, and  
also Iran and others in the Middle East will become infuriated over the pseudo-history of 
where this accursed town is supposed to be treated as capital. This shows how 
disgusting and problematic the abrahamic lies that the jews have started are. Thanks to 
Islam, Christianity, and Judaism, this world has always been bathing in blood, ignorance, 
and massive pain. The aggressor and the victim are a testament of this, both America, 
Middle East, and Israel.  
 
In plain, this can end up in much more bloodshed, and intensification of the jewish policy 
in the Middle East. Which is required to facilitate also the destruction of Europe by 
population replacement. Nobody wants to see this happen, but unfortunately, the jews 
are gas-lighting and trying to torch the Middle East. They are not satisfied with the slow 
progress in Israel's expansion, as they are going against time, so to say. This can really 
turn up in war, which gives very high chances of Israel to actually be the big loser in the 
whole situation.  
 
Jews go by the idea that their thoughtform and their so called 'god' is the most powerful, 
but this is no longer a reality. They are actually damned, and it's great they are agitating 
more. The jews will fall on their own, sooner or later.  
 
I want to be honest in what I write and I have always been, and it doesn't really look like 
things are gonna be nice and peaceful in the future. The Middle East isn't gonna see 
much rest anytime soon, as simply, the jews don't want this to happen. Imagine if the 
jews go in a region and they destroy it so much, what is gonna happen if they finally get 
their so called 'world'... The jews are making their push now, as they are racing time.  
 
Right now, there is no "USA", there is only Israel, and as jews have for a slang anecdote 
in their own midst, "USA" is like the greater Israel.  
 
Judging from everything the jews have been doing, and how relentless they have been in 
the pursuit and expansion of Israel (all this has to do with this), they will get smacked at 
some point down the line. The issue is that there is no government, person, or other 
entity that can directly oppose the jews materially, and the jews know this as well.  
 
Those victimized by the lie of Islam and Christianity are directly under their thumb and 
control. Trump is doing nothing but playing the 'good king' in the bible, and they will too 
smack him up in the end, as the jews don't forget that to get this guy up there, they had to 
go through problems. So they will get their revenge as a cold dish. Of course, Donald 
believes he is standing absolved of his 'wrongdoing' against the jewish chosen people.  



 
Sharon served the jews faithfully until his disagreements became too many. Then he was 
cursed to death. Being one of their own and kissing asses isn't going to save these 
ambitious politicians from their own fate.  
 
Jews are a very cocky species, who doesn't care about anything, especially, when they 
no longer 'need' anyone. When they used to need other people, they were begging for 
mercy, they were licking the shit out of the ancient king's shoes and so forth. Now, they 
have used whatever leverage they have to create terror, dismay, and a matrix like reality 
for all inhabitants of earth.  
 
The jews have to play their gambles now and soon, because the more people get 
informed about them, the more people will dislike them at the very least for what they are 
and what they are doing. And this is what they are doing. This will not be pleasant, but it 
will be necessary so that people will understand what Israel is really about, which they 
never really hid, but successfully distracted the populace from. Now it's different in that 
everyone has the ability to see for themselves.  
 
The jews may have bent Trump and pushed him like a puppet to serve them once again, 
and they also have got the public stand and ovation from the zombies that worship them, 
but they are adding even more weight and tar into their already collapsed condition. What 
we need right now is for them to just keep pushing and pushing the world, until the world 
screams and reacts from this. And it will definitely happen.  
 
Then the world will understand why Satan is the first anti-Semite. And will probably 
understand his reasons and that Satan was always a humanist, and never a negative or 
evil entity for non jews. But they will also see why these beings hate him so much. He 
accuses the jews for the crimes they do, in other words, he is the first punisher and one 
being that wants to exact justice to the jewish race for their actions. Jews don't care about 
the crime; they care on if they are 'accused of it'.  
 
No accusation means no crime, which is the jewish logic, as usual. If someone gives in 
the jews or tries to punish them, it's their own fault, of course. Because the jew is perfect 
and even his criminal behavior, stealing and usurping is normal and ordained by "God". 
Which is the jewish reptilian conscience. 
 
This is a loss for the jews on many levels, not only a win. Not only it raises massive 
hatred, it also reveals the jews even more, and in the end of the day, puts Israel in grave 
dangers in the decades ahead, also revealing them as a threat to all mankind. Indirectly, 
this may also possibly affect Europe, raising hatred to even higher levels.  
 
Israel is opening massive windows for war and destruction because they expect America 
to cover their ass as usual. This may not be the case in the future...America is slowly 
changing and becoming steadily more skeptical about Israel, at least to a measurable 
extent. It won't be yet or soon, but there is some ongoing change.  
 



Lastly, the jews have really fucked up over the fact that Iran, Syria, and Russia are now 
underhandedly teaming up (Syria and Iran may fire under circumstances), their "Muh 
ISIS" card is largely over and too saturated, in the sense that if they want to do anything, 
America may be forced to go into war, which would be largely problematic, which may 
force America to fold in the region, leaving Israel isolated to basically reap the problems 
they have sowed, in the worst case scenario, being alone, entering a lost war, or being 
half-wiped through major casualties.  
 
There aren't many bright things on the horizon for Israel. This can put Israel in very 
severe and dangerous circumstances down the road.  
 
Keep up the RTR's, justice will be served. 
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